THE SCHOLARS CIRCLE
TUITION SUPPORT
The Washington School for Girls believes that students of all backgrounds deserve to be
challenged, supported, and inspired in school; but educational equity is not yet a reality for
Black and Brown girls. That is why we formed as an all-scholarship school located in Southeast
Washington, D.C. We intentionally recruit students who would not otherwise have access to an
independent Catholic education, and provide full scholarships throughout their time at our
school.
Our all-scholarship model is made possible through generous philanthropic investment from a
wide variety of sources. Our cost per student is over $30,000 each year, allowing us to provide
personalized learning support to help our students achieve. A portion of this cost is funded
through institutional grants for both specific programs and general operating expenses. If WSG
were to charge annual tuition to our families, the cost would be at least $18,000 per year, an
amount far out of reach for the families we serve. Instead, we seek the investment of generous
donors to fund the cost of tuition.

WHY JOIN THE SCHOLARS CIRCLE?
Members of the Scholars Circle sponsor the cost of tuition for one student in the incoming
3rd grade class for three years, with the option to renew their support for the middle school
years. Throughout the course of your sponsorship you will come to know the vibrant
personalities of all the students in the class, and have a unique opportunity to share in their life
at WSG and their joyful pursuit of learning.

UPDATES FROM STUDENTS YOU SUPPORT
You will receive regular updates from and about students in the
class you support, including classroom news and student
success stories.

ON-CAMPUS & VIRTUAL EVENTS

You will be invited to participate in on-campus or virtual events
with students, including a flagship annual community event where
you will learn alongside students in your class.

EXPERIENCE STUDENTS' GROWTH
You will see and experience students’ academic and personal
growth each year. From science fair projects and student writings
to high school acceptances, you will see the impact of your
support on our students.
PARTIAL AND GROUP SPONSORSHIPS
Individual donors may join the scholars circle as a partial sponsor with a minimum annual
contribution of $2,500, or may form a group of donors at any contribution size to meet
the cost of annual tuition. For groups with more than four team members/households,
we ask that a team captain be identified to facilitate group communication throughout
the year.
CONNECTION AND GRATITUDE
WSG seeks to create an environment where students are celebrated for their
accomplishments and unique contributions to our school community, and where they are
not defined by their economic circumstances. For that reason, we seek to provide
opportunities for authentic connection that bring our students and Scholars Circle
donors together on equal footing. When you visit campus, our students will recognize
you as a Scholars Circle member partnering with their class and as a supporter of the
school. Your support will be additionally recognized in our Annual Report of Giving.
If you have any additional questions, please contact Ellie Beckler at ebeckler@wsgdc.org
or (202) 678-1113x105.

